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Vapeur fournie par 1es rë&cteurs CftNPU

pour la production d'eau "lourde*

par

Rv F, S.

Résumé

L'industrie de Teau lourde, qui est bien implantée au Canada
aujourd'hui,fait appel a un procédé intense en énergie car de très
grandes quantités d'eau doivent être chauffées, refroidies et pompées.
En 1980 les besoins énergétiques du Canada pour ^production de D?0
seront de 420 MV1 d'énergie électrique et 3600 MW d'énergie thermique
(comme la vapeur). La nature du procéda exige que "cet approvisionnement
en énergie soit exceptionnellement stable.

Aujourd'hui, les usines d'eau lourde sont situées près des
centrales nucléaires et l'on peut ainsi tirer part.1 du coût relativement
bas de l'électricité et de la vapeur produites par les réacteurs nucléaires.
On obtient la fiabilité de l'approvisionnement énergétique en répartissant
la charge entre les uniiSs multiples qui composent les s i tes . ,

Le présent rapport décrit les moyens actuels et proposés d'appro-
visionnement énergétique des sites de production a Vus1ne d'eau lourde
de Bruce, Ontario et a l'usine d'eau lourde La Prade, P. Q.

•Rapport ayant servi de base aux communications
présentées au Congrès de 1'AIEA sur l'utilisation
de la chaleur des réacteurs nucléaires pour les
procédés industriels et le chauffage de district ,
2-6 septembre 1974 et au 156"* congrès annuel de
l'Association Nucléaire Canadienne, 16 juin 1975,

L'Energie Atomique du Canada, Limitée

Etablissement de recherches nucléaires dé Whiteshell
Pinawa, Manitoba ROE 1L0

Septembre 1975
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THE SUPPLY OF STEAM FROM CAND1J REACTORS

FOR HEAVY WATER PRODUCTION*

by

R.F.S. Robertson

ABSTRACT

The production of heavy water, which is an established industry

in Canada today, is an energy intensive process because very large amounts

of water must be heated, cooled and pumped. By 1980, Canada's energy needs

for P20 production will be 420 MW of electrical energy and 3600 MW of

thermal energy (as steam). The nature of the process demands that this

energy supply be exceptionally stable.

Today, production plants are located at or close to nuclear

electricity generating sites where advantage can be taken of the low

cost of both the electricity and steam produced by nuclear reactors.

Reliability of energy supply is achieved by dividing the load between

the multiple units which comprise the sites.

; This report describes the present and proposed means of energy

supply to the production sites at the Bruce Heavy Water Plant in Ontario

and;the La Prade Heavy Water Plant in Quebec.

*|rhe basis of presentations to the IAEA Conference on Utilization of
HeiM? from Nucleiar Reactors for Industrial Processes and District
Heating, Septenjber 2-6, 1974, and to the Fifteenth Annual Meeting of
the Canadian Nuclear Association, June 16, 1975.
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INTRODUCTION

This report is the basis of a presentation made to the IAEA

Conference on Utilization of Heat from Nuclear Reactors for Industrial

Processes and District Heating held at Vienna, Austria, September 2 - 6 ,

1974. It also served as a basis for a presentation made to the Fifteenth

Annual meeting of the Canadian Nuclear Association on June 16, 1975.

The present large commitment of CANDU* reactors in Canada

and around the xtforld must necessarily depend on an extensive and reliable

heavy water production industry. This industry is now being developed in

Canada. Table 1 shows the heavy water production plants now in operation,

those under construction, and those which are at present planned. Several

useful review articles outlining the present status of D2O production in
(1 2 3)

Canada have been written ' '

Our entire production today is based on the Girdler-Sulfide (GS)

process. This is a dual temperature, isotopic exchange process which depends

on the exchange of deuterium between water and hydrogen sulfide gas, in

counter-current contacting towers, at a pressure of 2 MPa. At the lower

temperature of 32°C the deuterium atoms tend to concentrate in the water

while at a higher temperature of 130°C they concentrate in the gas. The

Port Rawkesbury and Bruce plants use three enrichment stages as illustrated

in Figure 1. Other plants use the same basic process but with variation in

design. Since the process extracts about 20 percent of the D2O from water

containing 150 mg D2O per kg, a plant which produces 48 kg D2O per hour must

process nearly 450 kg of water per second. Thus the first stage must be very

* CANada Deuterium Uranium
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large, consisting of 3 towers in parallel. Each tower has the cold section

at the top, the hot section at the bottom, is 91 metres high and 8.5 metres

in diameter. The second stage also has the hot and cold section in one

tower» while the third stage uses separate hot and cold towers. The water

emerges from the third stage containing 20 - 30 percent DaO; the fiaal

enriohsent to reactor grade PjQ (99.8 mol% BaG) is carried oat by vacuum

distillation in a finishing unit.

Figure 2 shows schematically the counter-current gas and water

flows in a tower. Figure 3 is a photograph of the present 97 kg per hour

plant now in operation at the Bruce site. Table 1 shows that the output

will be quadrupled by 1980.

ENERGY BEQVIEEMENTS

The process, which extracts 1 kg of DjO from.35,00.0 kg of

water, consumes large amounts of energy in the pr̂ c'*e«̂ v'-£liiids;r-;'aiiid''Uii;

pumping them through--the'heat exchangers and contacting towers. ^Roughly,

22 GJ of thermal energy and .7OO''kW*h~bf--'elecertea'iv^

kilogram of product. In other wordsj-"a"plant producing 48.4 kgof TJjO |*er

hour requires about 300 MW of thermal energy and 38 MW of electrical energy.

The power requirement accounts for about 25 percent of the production cost.

«'- ' ' • / , " ' • . " _'

This energy supply must be highly,reliable. Vat instance, at

Bruce Heavy Water Plant a very short interruption of power, lasting minutes

for the steam and only milliseconds for the electricity, will result in

complete shutdown and five days will be required to regain equilibrium

conditions (this is equivalent to two to three days lost production). The

maximum lois of steam that can be sustained is 30 percent which wiil take

out one tower in the first stage but allow the plant to stay at equilibrium.
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About 60 percent of the product cost is due to capital invest-

ment; this fact makes any shutdown expensive. Thus, in today's plants,

replication of steam supply is mandatory and is economically acceptable.

For instance, knowing that: the distribution of costs in D2O production

are - fuel 25 percent, capital charges 60 percent, operation and mainten-

ance 15 percent - it can be shown that if fuel costs double, to keep the

product cost unchanged the capacity factor must be increased from 0.75 to

0.94.

Early operation at Port Hawkesbury was very badly affected by

unreliability of the steam supply. This condition has now been rectified.

When the Bruce Heavy Water Plant was designed, two alternate steam sources

were specified. iChe 200 MW(e) Douglas Point Nuclear Generating Station was

specified as the source of steam for the first units of the Bruce Heavy

Water Plant. ! This was backed up by an Auxiliary Steam Plant using oil-

fired boilers.

Subsequent successful operation of the Pickering Generating

Station combined with the rising cost of fossil fuels has confirmed the

wisdom of the choice of nuclear steam. Thus, when Ontario Hydro made their

decisionvlci 'cjUadrtiple the output of the Bruce Heavy Water Plant, it was

decidedi that steam should be supplied from the Bruce Generating Station,

the four reactors providing the necessary replication of supply.

< Thus, today, the optimum location for a heavy water plant is

at a site where nuclear steam is available. Hence the La Prade Heavy Water

Plant: in Quebec will be located near Gentilly arid will receive its steam

from the Gentilly 1 and 2 reactors.

• - - , • '
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STEAM SUPPLIES FOR HEAVY WATER PLANTS

We will briefly summarize the steam supplies for the various

plants. .. ••

PORT HAWKESBURY AND GLACE BAY , •

At both Port Havkesbury and Glace Bay plants, steam and

electricity are supplied by the,provincial utility, the Nova Scotia

Power Commission. At Port Havkesbury, a nearby coal-fired generating

station provides exhaust steam from an 80 MW(e) back-pressure turbine.

Electricity also comes from this station or from the provincial grid..

At Glace Bay the Seabord plant has boilers producing steam dedicated

to the heavy water plant. These boilers can be fired by either oil or

coal.

PRESENT BRUCE HEAVY WATER PLANT , .

Figure A is a schematic representation of the energy flow from

the Dou^tus Point Generating Station and from the steam, plant to the present

Bruce Heavy Water Plant.

The Douglas Point Generating Station can produce up to 322 kg

per second of saturated steam. The steamtplant consists of three oil-fired

boilers, each designed.to produce saturated statin at 105 kg per second. -

The total, steam demand for two enriching units plus one

finishing unit capable pf producing 800 Mg of D2O per year is about.

280 kg per second. In the heavy water plant, failure of a heat exchanger

tube could contaminate the steam with small amounts of H2S. To ensure

that this is not returned to< the nuclear steam supply system, an extra

barrier is provided by the use of intermediate heat exchangers, referred

to as 'steam transformers'. Four such units mounted in parallel can each

produce 76 kg per second of steam at a pressure of 1^3 MPa (absolute) and

a temperature of 190°C.
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t'nder normal conditions, Douglas Point Generating Station and

the steam plant each feed steam to the high pressure side of the steam

transformers, thus sharing the total high pressure steam load as required

to ensure the highest practical reliability of steam supply at reasonable

cost. The steam supply is controlled by the demand from the heavy water

plant. One source can be brought to full supply if the other fails but

this operation is not automatic.

The operational reliability of this system has Increased as

experience has been gained, and during 1974 the Adjusted Steam Capability

Factor, which is a measure of the capability of the steam supply with

respect to the Bruce Heavy Water Plant demand for full production, has

been* typically 94 ̂  97 percent.

ENLARGED BRUCE HEAVY WATER PLANT

Figure 5 gives a schematic representation of the energy flow

as it will exist in the lute 1980's when the four Bruce A nuclear reactors

plus the four Bruce B reactors will be supplying steam to the quadrupled

heavy water plant. When the Bruce B reactors come on-line, the present

oil-fired steam plant will be used as a standby unit only.

Ontario Hydro are now examining methods for maximizing the

steam output from the Bruce reactor system. The steam production and

electricity production will be optimized so that the needs of the Bruce

Heavy Water Plant will be met.



LA PRADE HEAVY WATER PLANT

This plant is designed to produce DjO at a rate of 94 kg per

hour* Steam willJ>e supplied from the G-l reactor (a 250 MW(e) CANDU-BLW*)

and the G--2 reactor (a 600 MW(e) CANDU-PHW**).

the Basic process used in the heavy water production plant

will be similar to that of Bruce and Port Hawkesbury with two important

exceptions. Two stages of enrichment rather than three will "be'used and

heating in the first stage will be achieved by direct injection of the

steam rather than by the use of heat exchangers, •

A steam transformer will be used in connection with the G-l

unit because the steam is produced in the reactor core and an intermediate

barrier is necessary. However, the steam transformer may be dispensed

with in G-2 since a once-through steam flow is envisaged and no H2S-

containing fluid will return to the reactor. No decision has yet been

made.

It is hoped that the La Prade system will reach equilibrium

more quickly after start-up than does the Bruce Heavy Water Planti

Typically it is hoped that this period will be one to two days rather

than the present five days. - _̂____ - - .-
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TABLE I

CANADIAN HEAVY WATER PRODUCTION PLANTS

PLANT

PORT HAWKESBURY

BRUCE A

GLACE BAY

3RUCE B

BRUCE C

BRUCE D

LA PRADE

LOCATION

POINT TUPPER
NOVA SCOTIA

DOUGLAS POINT
ONTARIO

GLACE BAY
MOVA SCOTIA

DOUGLAS POINT
ONTARIO

DOUGLAS POINT
ONTARIO

DOUGLAS POINT
ONTARIO

GENTILLY
QUEBEC

OPERATOR

CGE

ONTARIO
HYDRO

AECL

ONTARIO
HYDRO

ONTARIO
HYDRO

ONTARIO
HYDRO

AECL

CAPACITY

48,3

96.6

48.3

96.6

96.6

96.6

96,6

FI RSI-
HEAVY
WATER

1970

1973

1975

1978

1979

1979

1979

579,6
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FIRST STAGE SECOND STAGF THIRD STAGE
(3 IN PARALLEL) A,B & C

HYDROGEN SULPHIDE ' H0T T0WER C0L0 T0WER

DEPLETED IN DEUTERIUM
FEED WATER

COLD SECTION 32°C
DEUTERIUM ENRICHED

WATER (D2O)
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE

ENRICHED IN DEUTERIUM

HOT SECTION 13O°C

DEPLETED WATER

HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
GAS FLOW "-*
WATER FLOW —

ENRICHED WATER
TO

FINISHING SECTION

FIGURE 1; DIAGRAMATIC REPRESENTATION OF ENRICHING PROCESS
(TYPICAL OF PORT HAWKESBURY AND BRUCE PLANTS)

TOWER WALL I

iimmwmimm

LIQUID

DEUTERIUM
TRANSFER REGION

PERFORATED
, PLATES

FIGURE 2: DIA6RAMATIC REPRESENTATION OF
H2S GAS - H20 LIQUID
CONTACTING IN A TOWER
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SWITCHYARD

BRUCE G.S.
* UNITS

I 68 MW(
I

208 MW(e) NET

DOUGLAS
POINT G.5.

HEAVY WATER

BRUCE
HEAVY
WATER
PLANT

MP STEAM

MP CONDENSATE

MEDIUM
PRESSURE
STEAM
TRANSFORMERS

HP STEAM

CONDENSATE

hp steam.—...hp condensate
mp steam- .™mp condensate
electr ical power

FIGURE 4
BHWP STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM, ENERGY FLOW
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TRANSFORMER

BRUCE 'A ' GENERATING: STATION

2851 MW(e)

SWITCHYARD i

4 x 732 MW(e)NET

GEN. OUTPUT
788 MW(e)

UNIT ,

©••r<X>
: G4

1600 MW(e)

386 kg
i D2O PER HOUR

i
i

3855

••M-Pv
STEAM

80 MWfipF4 "1 F3

E8 E7 £6 E5

i730MW{th)i

£4 E3

j 730 HW{th)j

i—L-l-_i--J,-——I--L—t--—j.«J--i

BRUCE HEAVY MATER PLANT

68 E2 El

I 1460 I
MW(th)
H.P.
STEAM

Fl TRANSFORMERS

HP STEAM
FROM

BRUCE 'B1 GS

• HP STEAM

..... up STEAM

— — ELECTRICAL OUTPUT FROM STATIONS

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY TO RUN D20 PLANTS

T * - # - POWER TO GRID

TURBINE-GENERATOR

REACTOR-BOILERS

H.P.
STEAM

TRANSFORMERS I
0 C B A

4 639HH(th) DESIGN
I BRUCE
I STEAM PLANT; 700«W(th)KAX.

D0UGWS POIKT
GENERATING STATION

I
FUEL GIL

to

I

FIGURE 5: FUTURE BRUCE HEAVY HATER PLANT
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